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MEETING COMMENCED: at 2015 hours. 

PRESENT; J.Mclean 1 S.Mclean, J.Brough 1 G.Cumming, W.Doubleday, 
D.Langley, B.McCurry and A.McLean. 

APOLOGIES~ G.D'Flynn 1 R.Jeffri9s 1 J.Sinnatt and C.Rutl2dge. 

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEET!NG1 adopted as r3ad out IA.McLean/J.McLean) 

BUSINESS ARISING: □ ut and back Traf1 Orders are in fact . . 
1 ssueo ~ 

include South Geelong-Waurn Ponds~ Mount Gambier-Glenburnie 1 

Mildura-Redcliffs. 
~. Ai:hcugh orders 2r2 hand~ritts~ at presenti tests with 
Ftcs~sila machines on locos ~rE being carried out on the 

repeat 
1s in fact writt~n in the rules that a driver must 
a train order even when it has been written out by a 

signalman. 

GENERAL RU~lN~Q~. The Annual Genera} Meeting was not resumed because the audit 

NEWS ITEMS: Train G~ders are likely on the broad gau;e Albury line . 
..::: " C ct 5:. t. l 2 fi~ 2 i n ~ i ~. t :: b e r 2 d u c e d : o s i ;; p ~d r =· o ·T t=l o i n t s • 
~. Bendig □ 1s li~ely to be reduced to about 10 pairs of 

-;: ··- _ ... ;_ -•« 
UU!iLL.!.Uit. 
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4. On Good Friday, th~ N fil~t detached at Ballarat from the 
morning up Dimboola pass. was left standing in platform 1 
to form the 1145 up pass. While it was there the down 
Dimboola ran via platform 2. This seems far removed from 
the daya when spaci1l permission was usually needed to 
leave vehicles in a loop road. 

5. In a n~cent instanct'? where the N class loco leading on 
the eastbound Overland failed at Bacchus Marsh and had to 
be detached$ the second laco IS class hostler's end 
leading) hauled the train to Spencer Street. 

6. The Violet Town closing lever has never been used because 
there is no electrical proof in the circuits that staffs 
have not been withdrawn to approach from both Euroa and 
Benalla, 

MEETING CLOSED: at 2115 hours, 

SYLLABUS ITEM: Stephen Mclean presented a slide quiz as easy as ABC. There 
were 26 slides, each suggesting one letter of the alphabet. 
Some had more than one response (e.g. Brill trailer at 
Bendigo} and the winners scored 27. 

8.3.1989 

2.4.1989 

19.4.1989 

21.4.1989 

2.5.1989 

3.5.1989 

WN19/1989 

--oOo--

SIGNALLING_ALTERATIONS 

LEONABATHA. Up home signal A on the down side of McCarten Street and 
Turner Street level crossings was converted to a non-track 
controlled signal. A notice board lettered "65KM/H TO CROSSING" was 
provided on the up ,1pproach to McCarten Street. (0 135/89) 

ROSANNA-MACLEOD. A new overhead tie station has been commissioned 
at Macleod and it is no longer nec2ssar1 for trains to operate in 
series an the down between Rosanna and Maclead. 

DANDENONB. Siding D was taken out of service and the points 
spiked for Siding C. Amend diagram No 7'85. (D 2163/89} 

WARRNAMBOOL. The up departure home signal post No 4 was abolished. 
The annett lacked points leading from No 1 road to the Freight 
Centre were spiked normal. rn 279./89) 

KORUMBURRA. The up home signal was relocated 109 metres in 
the down direction. Amend diagram No 4'79. (0 305/89) 

REDCLIFFS. The interlocking frame was altered and a closing lever 
Na 9 was provided. The down departure signal to the Meringur line 
and the up departure signal to the Melbourne line were converted ta 
non-track controlled signals. Two notice boards lettered "70KM/H 
AND 60KM/H TD THE LEVEL CROSSING• were provided at Murray Avenue 
and Fitzroy Avenue respectively. ID 295/89) 

NORTH BENDIGO JUNCTION. 
effective and diagram No 

Signalling diagram No 6'89 became 
4'80 has been cancelled. The new diagram 

reflects the "As in service" situation. CO 317/891 
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14.5.1989 LALOR-EPPING, Signalling diagram 
effective and diagram No 31 '88 was 
1. The Staff I Ticket system 

abolished and the section is 
Epping yard. 

No 1 '89 (Ruthv&n-Epping) b&came 
cancelled. The alterations are:-
between Lalor and Epping was 

now effectively worked as part of 

2. The former down home signal and plunger lock at Epping were 
abolished, 

3. A signal control panel has been provided. The panel indicates 
Epping yard and also the position of points 007 at Lalor. 

4. Two position light signals Nos EPP125 1 EPP126 1 EPP127 and 
EPP128 were provided and are worked from the signal control 
panel. Signals EPP125 and EPP127 are provided with light disc 
signals applying to the stabling sidings. A notice has been 
fixed to the light discs and is lettered "TO SIDINGS ONLY". 

5. Stabling sidings Nos 11-16 were brought into service. 
6. Points 025, 236 and 027 are provided with dual control electro

hydraulic points machines and clamp locks. 
7. Down home signals LAL104 and LAL106 at Lalor will remain 

operated by· the signalman at Lalor but are also controlled by the 
signalman at Epping. 

8. The post telephones at LAL104/LAL106 are connected to the 
signalman at Epping only. The telephone at points 007 at 
Lalor can be switched to either the signalman at Lalor or 
Epping. 

The particulars of signals at Epping is as follows:-

: Post No ; 

EPPING 
(Diagram No 1 '89) 

Particulars 
:-----~---+-------------------------------------------·-------------------------: 

EPP126 

EPP128 

EPP125 

EPP127 

{0 2164/89} 

WN19/1989 

11.5.1989 

Two position down home (light} signal:-
Top light, from main line to No 2 platform road. 
Bottom light, from main line to No 1 platform road. 

Two position dwarf (light) signal 1 from Stabling Sidings to 
Nos 1 or 2 platform roads. 

Two position up home and disc (light) signals:-
Home signali from No 2 platform road to main line 1 to post 

LAL107 at Lalor. 
Disc, from No 2 platform road to Stabling Sidings. 

Two position up home and di~--= (light) signal~-:-
Home signals from No 1 platform road ta main line 1 to post 

LAL107 at Lalor. 
Disc, from No 1 platform road to Stabling Sidings. 

EPPING - Shunting of Electric Trains. 
In all casess shunting 
from the leading motor 

moves are performed ~ith the driver 
and the guard in the leading centre 

Pushing movements aFe not permitted. ( □ 2164/891 

KERANG. 
b-ack 

Home signals on 
controlled signals. 

pos~s 2 and 4 were 
The up approach for 

end of the platform. 

converted 
Wellington 

A notice 

driving 
motor. 

to non 
Street 

beard was shortened to the up 
lettered "MAXIMUM SPEED 
{O 335/89} 

TD CROSSING 35KM!H" was provided. 
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WN19/1989 

11.5.1989 

14.5.1989 

WN19/1989 

15.5.1989 

16.5.1989 

24.5.1989 
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LALOR-EPPING. Down home signals LAL104 and LAL106 at Lalor are 
controlled by the signalman at Epping. In the event of a failure of 
these signals the signalman at Lalor may verbally authorise a 
train to pass the signal at the stop position provided that 
points 007 are shown on the panel to be in the correct 
position. If the points have failed "Out of correspondence" then a 
competent employee must attend to the points and the signalman 
must not authorise a train to pass either signal until the 
employee indicates that the points are set for the desired move. 
(0 2165/89) 

DUNOLLY. Flashing lights were brought into service at 
Street level crossing at 210.316km on the down side of the 
(0 320/89) 

Broadway 
station. 

TOTTENHAM YARD. The CCW and WSa levers operating the points leading 
from the 1st classification yard to the up goods line will be rodded 
together and operated by a small point lever. The lever will be 
secured by a miniature "F" pattern annett lock. The removal of the 
key from the signal control panel will secure the signal on post 2G 
at the stop position. Amend diagram No 1 '86. (0 324/89) 

TRAIN ORDER WORKING. In verifying a Train Order with control, the 
driver may read the contents as in the example shown hereunder, 
however, the location names must be spelled out by the driver. 
example: Train Order No 30. 

Proceed to D-0-N-A-L-D. 
Serial No 192455. 

The driver must then endorse the train order verified, date and 
signature. (0 319/89} 

BANDIANA. The intermediate electric s.t aff instrument was 
abolished. (D 337/89} 

SWAN HILL. Signals Band E adjacent to McCallum Street level cros
sing were converted to non track controlled signals when the station 
is unattended, the signals remain track controlled when the 
station is attended. The down approach to McCallum Street level 
crossing was shortened to the down end of the platform. A notice 
board lettered "MAXIMUM SPEED TD CROSSING 50KM/H" was provided. 
(0 336/89) 

MOE. No 4 points leading to the ReceiviMg Sidings were abolished. 
The disc signal on post 2 1 dwarf signal No 1 and the left hand arm 
on post 3 wer-e removed. Amend diagram No :l4 '88. rn 365/89) 

--oOo--

Solution_to_Crossword_No,_26 
Across: 4. Finch 1 7,. Adelaides 11 .. Gauge, 12.:i Ruma, 14.i Tyer-s~ 15,. BD; 17~ Rid, 

.18. NA, 20. Small,, 22. Bomboi 23. AI; 24. Arrow, 25. NGs 27. Oakleigh 1 

28. Return, 2.9 Toasted; 32. Dive, 34. HU, 35. Escapement. 
Down: 1. Hatton; 

ts. Lara, 9. 
21. Momentum, 

2. Regener-ative, 3. Big 1 4# FEi 5. Nyura, 6. ~eadlighti 
AUS, 10. DEB, 13. Milang, 16. DSB 1 19. Nowa Nowa, 

22. Boort, 26. Grade, 30. SHE, 31. Don, 32. ES. 

--oOo--
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LEVEL CROSSING PROTJ,CTION 

by John Sinnatt 

6. FLASHING LIGHTS (SINGLE TRACK> 

6. 1 TRACK CIRCUITS (GENERAL> 

Pag\, 65. 

Figure 6. 1 illustrates the development of track circuits used for 
controlling Flashing Lights at crossings on single (two-way> 1 ines as outlined 
below. Further technical descriptions will be given after the outline, and part 
of the Figure will be repeated on the next page to facilitate reference. 

(a) shows the arrangement used with 
the interlocked relay described in 4. 2, DAT F UAT 

whi eh ensures that the Lights stop after <a>+-! .----=-=c:..:.....---•*'1•-+-l---=-==----.➔I 
the train passes. A pair of insulated (b)la DAT 

1
,11,

1 
joints is provided on one side of the 21 l T I 

crossing only. B indicates the battery and Cc) 'acn 1 1. IIR 
R the relay connections. Al though safer n 2 r 

(d) I F/'111 "F/lt 
than treadle operation, the last vehicle N 

11 
for a train moving in one direction, in (e) <n DAT R2 7 1 t-t 
this case Down, is not protected because 1 T 2r 

the Lights stop before it clears. (f) 's r" 1'1 

(b) shows a modification to overcome 
the latter objection. The insulated rail 

figure 6.1 

UftT 

3T 
<F> a' 

3T 

UIIT 
T2" 

3T 
s' 

Joints are staggered, with one on each side of the crossing. When DATR drops 
for a Down train a contact bridges round the joint on the near side, thus 
extending the track circuit to the Joint on the far side. The arrangement is 
symmetrical, so that the rear of a train moving either way is now protected. 
However it was said that staggering rr~de maintenance of the joints difficult. 

(c) shows what therefore became the general arrangement <.except where audio 
frequencies were used) with a separate short track circuit provided over the 
crossing itself; the feed and relay connections for this are not shown, but can 
easily be visualised. The interlocked relay can no longer be used to stop the 
Lights flashing once the train has cleared the crossing, and ordinary track 
relays are used, together with two stick relays for directional effects. An 
alternative scheme for designating the track circuits is shown. Wires can be run 
from a central power supply instead of installing batteries at the outer ends. 
The (F) means that a.c. feeds can be used instead of d.c. (F for transformer). 

(d) shows an arrangement with three track circuits that has been widely 
used from the 1960s onwards. The outer end of an approach circuit 1T or 3T is 
fitted with a "Westrak" unit, the track feed (8 volt a. c.) being applied at the 
crossing in parallel with the relay which is_ a d. c. type. The great virtue of 
the "Westrak" is that the track unit requires no local po-wer, and no wires need 
be run. A disadvantage is that it cannot be used on electrified lines. 

(e) shows an arrangement of Audio Frequency Overlay CI\FO) track circuits 
introduced on the Standard Gauge 1 ine beyond Somerton in 1962 where they were 
superimposed on the coded d. c. track circuits controlling the signals .. Tl and 
Rl are a Transmitter and Receiver working on frequency fl, while T2 and R2 work 
on f2. The frequencies overlap at the crossing, and no short centre track 
circuit is required. The advantage of AFOs is that no insulated joints are 
required in addition to those provided for the signalling. Coupling units are 
however needed for bridging these signalling joints where they occur along an 
AFO approach section. 
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(f) shows where the components of th.e Level Crossing Predictor, recently 

introduced into Victoria. are connected to the track. The Predictor gives the 

same warning time at the crossing for any 
speed of train, and may be overlaid on 
other types of track circuit. A fixed 
shunt S is connected across the rails at 
the outer end of each approach. Transmitter 
T feeds a constant current audio frequency 
in both directions, while receiver R 
measures change of received voltage with 
time as a train proceeds. A separate fre
quency is used over the crossing track 2T. 
Output of R is fed to a single relay which 

F 
2T •'' , .. tT 3T 

(F> •' 
IT 2 T 3T 

(d)1-IN---------F/-R-1l'l-f tt-~F-/_R ______ N-t-l 

I 
'
,.Rt URT 

R2 7 (e) ,. T1 DAT 

IT 2 T 3T 
(f)..-S---------T-.J➔l.-,R-----------5-.-1 

Figure 6,1 (pu-t> 

drops at th.e correct time to give the required warning period, and picks up when 

the train clears the crossing. External stick relays are therefore unnece.ssary. 

6. 2 TRACK CIRCUITS <MORE TECHNICAL> 
With regard to the schemes shown in Figure 6. 1 (c) and (d), and refer-

ring now to Figure 6.2, when a Down train in 1T reaches the crossing and 2TR 

drops, a stick relay 3S picks up and a contact 
bridges round the 3TR contact in the circuit of 
the Flashing Lights control relay <FCR). So after 
the rear clears 2T the FCR picks up again and the 
Lights stop. Stick relay 3S stays up until the 
train vacates 3T, and then drops back to normal 
(The circuit shown for 33 is somewhat simplified, 
but illustrates the essential operation). A 
similar stick relay 1S ls prov.ided for movements 
in the opposite direction. A problem can arise if 

•n 

tTR 

•12 • A 

1TR 2Tlt HI fCR 

G:J. ;;:; T~ 
C7 

2TR HR IS 35 

• J: >s: I CJI 
A :~TR 

112 A 

figure 6,2 

relay 3TR does not pick up after the train leaves 3T due to low volts or 

other faulty condition. Relay 3S would then stay up an.d continue bridging round 

the 3TR contact in the FCR circuit, and the next train in the opposite direction 

would not give any warning at the crossing. The solution adopted in Victoria is 

described below under "Four-minute Timing''. 
With regard to Figure 6. 1 (d), a simplified description of the "West

rak" circuit is that the track unit W (Figure 6.3), housed in a cast iron box 

mounted at rail level, is essentially a rectifier or di.ode which passes current 

in one direction only. While track circui.t lT is unoccupied, each positive half

cycle, say, of the a. c. applied at the crossing end 
passes through lTR, but each negative half-cycle 
passes through the lower-resistance rails-plus
rectifier combination. The relay is kept up in between 
positive half-cycles by current induced by collapse of 
the field. When a train enters, the rectifier and 

IT F v==---
Figure 6.3 

relay are shunted tmd lTR drops. If a rail breaks, no current reaches the recti

fier so that both half-cycles of the a. c. are applied to the relay; this is 

designed to work on d. c. only, and so again drops. The description has been 

termed "simplified" because in practice the track unit has to consist of more 

than a simple diode, as account must be taken of leakage through the ballast. A 

more technical description is given in the red-covered book Railway Signalling 

and Communications by A E Tattersall & T S Lascelles, page 375. 
The 6 volts a.c. is obtained from a 12 volt ·transistor inverter which 

converts d. c. to a. c. and is powered from the battery supplying the Flashing 

Lights. The inverter has three outputs, each feeding one of the three track cir

cuits 1T, 2T, 3T. The short centre track 2T is not a "Westrak", .but uses a d. c. 

I 

'°' I 
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relay connected to the rails through a full-wave rectifier. Before the inverter 
became available, the tracks were fed direct from the a. c. supply through step
down transformers. If the a. c. failed a Power-Off relay connected instead the 
output from a vibrator fed by the battery. Apparently to avoid use of a propri
etary name, the Rail ways at one time referred to the "AC/DC" track circuit, 
meaning "a. c. feed/d. c. relay", but the term "Westrak" is clearer. 

With reference to Figure 6. l(e), six frequencies are available in the 
range 1025 - 2900 Hz; first choice is understood to be 1025/1575. Typical length 
of an APO approach section is about 712 m, which caters for speeds up to 126 
km/h. Where crossings are closer together than this such that the approaches 
overlap, additional frequencies are required. For example, the crossings at 
each end of Avenel station are a.bout 4-85 m apart, and the combination 1300/ 
1875 Hz is also used. Power for AFO circuits on the SG line is obtained from 12 
volt batteries floated across a rectifier fed through a transformer from 4-4-0 
volt a.c. aerial wires. Special attention is paid to suppressing surges caused 
by lightning. AFOs were used only on the SG line for some years, but a different 
type was later applied elsewhere including on the Gippsland line. For example, 
the Down approach (not shown) for the crossing in Figure 5. 7 at Tynong was 
provided by an AFO superimposed on the a.c. track circuits; this worked at 930 
Hz modulated at 18 Hz. 

With reference to Figure 6. l(f), in the Harmon HXP-1 system 14-
frequencies ("channels") are available in the ranges 100 - 1000 Hz for the 
approaches and 2.3 - 8.9 kHz for the crossing track. The length of the approach 
track must be calculated for a period 4- seconds longer than the desired warning 
period. When the train enters, the track impedance changes and so therefore does 
the received voltage. As the train proceeds, the system microprocessor sees 
change in signal 1 evel every second. This change represents the distance the 
train has travelled, and so its speed can be determined and hence the expected 
arrival time at the crossing. The speeds are averaged over successive seconds, 
and at the end of the first four seconds the processor will know whether to 
start the Lights at once, or to wait unti.l further readings are analysed. <A 
through train should not accelerate within the approach section as this would 
defeat the 1 ogic. ) The HXP-1 has a sophisticated fault detection and error 
reporting system for both track and apparatus, and a recorder can be attached. 

Level Crossi.ng Predictors were installed in 1987 at 1-,yndhurst (26 Mar) 
and Chiltern (3 Sep), both to control existing F/Ls. At Chiltern the crossing is 
located 4-02 m on the Up side of the platform, which is therefore within the 
express approach for 115 km/h of 640 m (plus the additional four seconds). The 
processor can detect whe,, a stopping train starts again, and can be set to cal
culate the warning time or to start the Lights at once. A supplementary facility 
would probably be necessary where a station was closer to the crossing than a 
normal stoppJng approach section; e. g. at Lyndhurst et push button must be used 
to start the Lights after shunting. 

The Emerald_ Tourist Railway Board are insta~ling an HXP-l at Pinnocks 
Road, the second crossing on the Up side of Em(e_ral_,;;t_, The interest here is that 
the Up approach overlaps the Down approach for the B,.')lgrave - Gembrook Road at 
the Up end of Emerald yard, which uses a ;;, volt d. c. track circuit. Because of 
the overlap, the shunt marking the Emerald end of the HXP-1 has to be bridged 
across the rails part-way along the ,i. c. trc.ck; this "wideband" shunt passes 
audio frequencies but blocks direct current. Coupling units identical to the 
shunt are used to pass the audio frequencies around the insulated joints which 
are required at the Belgrave end of' the d. c. track circuit. If the HXP-1 over-
1 apped another type of a. f. track circuit a "narrowband" unit would be required 
which passed only the HXP-1 frequency. At the Belgrave end of the HXP-1 there is 
no overlap and the sliunt eonsists simply of a length of insulated stranded wire. 
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t;\. 3 _POTJR-MLNU'I'E _TIMI~:-:~ 
It, was statl.':d t1adl.er that if t~tiek -relay 3S in Figure 6.2 wrongly 

stayed up after a train vacated 31' th.en t]1e next trai 1,;: from that direction ®ul d 
not g'ive any warning at ti'-ua: crossing" Signal }In,.:;;,i·:rneers therefore try to design 
against this possib:U. ity. On 1 ines wit11 qu.rtomv.tic sigmi.11 ing it can be arranged 
th6.t "· signal proves ~lown the stick t·elay G.t 11 :~evel ,::ros::.dng ahead, .1;md this 
was done with early :f:'/L .:::rossings on the :Gr:;e11n\~· ine., lu New South Wa1es, in a. 
section worked by Electr:h: Staff, eontacts on ":he stick relays a.t an. inter
mediate cross:ing ma.y be lnel mled in clr"ctdts of th.,c:.: 'Instrri1mcmts, so that if one 
of the relays remah1s up a st,,,ff cannot be w:i.t:t1dre.w:11> but this is not Victorian 
practice. However, at 3cuU!. Geelong, t11e. levtJr ',<;i(ffking t11e Down ])epa:rture Home 
signal is fitted with .).H e1eetric Jock said to J}e r,,;leatied. :oy the Up ,stick relay 
(bridging the Down approach) 1.:1.t tl1e wood. Street eI·ossi.n,g. 

The Victm·ian Hailwi:lys decided around H367-68, as .f.\ solution suitable 
for general application, tluit H a stick relay stayed up for longer than a 
certain period; usually set at four minutes, then a. f'aul t had occurred. As the 
next train from that direction might not give warning; it was thus necessary to 
force the Lights to start a.gcd.n at oncep and. to I't~main operating until the i'aul t 
was fixed. This feature is generally re·ftn:Tt'd to as "four-minute timing", 
al though. a different tim1. bt~ set at ci, im1.l1:u· o:.1rossing. Fortunately, 
as will be explained late~, it Is possible to avoid provision of this feature on 
the station yard side ol' a i.",ror.:;sing ¼iilere a Light s igiu,J is provided. 

Four-minute timing needs to he h1ll:i.hitcd or :'rnspended in some circum
stances, and occasionally hidden or cryptfo references to this a:ppear in Weekly 
Noti.ce items. Two examples from SOMERSAULT follm'V'. "30MERVILU'.. Flashing lights 
were provi.ded at Bungower Road on the down si.de of SomervU le station. Up trains 
may be held at the up l10111e arrival signal without re-activati.ng the flashing 
lights." (Jan/Mar 1981>. "CRANBOURNE. Flashing; light signals were brought into 
use at the. . . . Narre Warren Road level crossing , . on [ tlie down] side of 
Cranbourne. The Narre Warren Road flashing l igl1ts will not re-start if an up 
train is held at Uw up home signal after passing i\)Ver th:c level crossing," <Jan 
1982). And now one from NrJf#Srail. "MILDUH.A , . , F'or a down movement ,'1-'0rking at 
this siding [ Sarina. I'acking Com.pa.uy1, the removal nf the annett key automati
cally prevents the time-proving function ";t Jienetook .A.:.'e from. operating ••. For 
a down movement at Mildura Cooperative f'ru.:i.t Company s:;.dingi the reversing of 
the staff-locked points automatically prevents a time-proving function at 
Ettiwanda Ave from operating." <Apr 1976). 

The examples f'rom SOMERSAULT imply that a truin held at the Home sig
nal, or at least the rear portion of it, wnuld. still :be occupying the receding 
approach. track, and. the stick relay wm1ld Un.erefore stU.l be up. The four-minute 
timing- is inhibited until t:b.e sign.I?1 arm is lowered. C~ut it continues even if 
the arm is then put ba-ck, ) The: ex.ampl es from Nc1wsra.il imply that portions of 
trains shunting the sidings would :oc occu11,ying l'ecedlng approach tracks, but 
that the four-minute timing· is inhilJlted the action stated. 

6 •. i, CROSSING .STATIONS. C3EMAPHOJlESIGNALS). 
Up till tlle end of 1965 a new :Jignt,l prod{;_ed at a non-interlocked 

station in conjunction with installation o.f' flashing Li,5hts was a Semaphore. The 
signal could also :be worked :by an alternative quadrant lever near the points. 
Stations where such signals were prov:ided ere 1 isted 3:iel ow 0)/U ::::: Do'l\'ll/Up end); 
the Semaphores at some were 1 ,Jter replaced by Li,g·ht sig:rwJ s. 

34: Bayswater<U); 38: ~:tQgJ{L:rn __ L\(U); 4-3: ll,YlJ!P-1~.<D); 52: Myr!lefo.rd(D); 
59: Diamond Creek(U), Cnmbourne(]);. 60: Mil.d.m:.~<U); 61: §.Q!!!1l..r..Y1Jle<U); 62: Has-_ 
~<D>, Moriac(U), Hexfiel_{i-'.D); 63: §l!~l.ti:?~Jton<U), ~J.t<!,_rlton<D>, Stratford(D)~ 
Colac<U); 65: Gowrie(U), ColgJ::(D}, La...r.!it,J,.?-ng(U>, V..P.li.§.l~(U), ~loort(U). 
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Figure 6.4 shows the arrangements at Myrtleford after alterations made 
in 1967. When the F/Ls were. first installed at Standish Street (SS) in 1952 (11 
Jun) Up Home signal G was moved right up to the crossing, and new Down Starting 
signal H was provided. Both signals were equipped 
with reversers. There was no centre crossing track NYRTLEFORD SS 

FU K CT, but it is not known if the insulated Joints 
were as shown in (a) or (b) of Figure 6. 1 (Very 
1 ikely it was (b), as it is known that staggered 
Joints were fitted when F/Ls were installed in 
1956 (1 Feb) at Tallarook Road, on the Up side of 

\, ~ ' ------_,,'"""'- II II '(:::": IHIT 1 
--=-==~F~pa:-T_/ CT N N C::::S N 

Fiturt 5,4 

Homewood on the Mansfield line). Each signal when at Stop rendered ineffective 
the approach section leading up to it. If both signals happened to be at Proceed 
then when an Up train entered UAT not only would the F/Ls start but signal G 
would be put to Stop by its reverser, and the Lights would stop when the whole 
train cleared the crossing. Thus, as H was also right at the crossing, there was 
no need for a stick relay on either side. 

In the 1967 alterations, the Up Home at Myrtleford was moved back to 
near its pre-1952 position, the approach track circuits were converted to 
Westraks, and CT was provided. The reversers were retained, but a stick relay 
was now necessary to ensure that the Lights stopped when a Down train cl eared 
the crossing. Four-minute timing had not yet been introduced, but signal G did 
prove the stick relay down, so that if the latter remained up the signal rever
ser would not be energised. An arrangement commonly adopted with Westraks was to 
provide a unit at a signal which was situated along an approach track, such as G 
at Myrtleford. An insulated Joint was fitted in one rail, but this was bridged 
round by a contact made by the signal arm when at Proceed. When the signal was 
at Stop the Westrak unit was switched in instead, so that an arriving train 
could then come up to the signal without starting the Lights. 

Figure 6. 5 shows the arrangements at Diamond Creek after F/Ls were 
installed at Hurstbridge Road (HR) in 1959 (28 Aug). This was not a permanent 
staff station, being opened only for the morning and evening peak periods Monday 
to Friday, so that at other times a train could theoretically run through at the 
full line speed, then equal to 64 km/h for electrics. Thus the Up approach was 
designed for this speed, and extends beyond the Down end points. It was divi
ded into two separate track circuits, 3T and 4-T, to allow an Up train to depart 
from the loop while a Down was still in the 
platform. Two corresponding stick relays, 3S 
and 4S, were also required. When a Down train 
reaches the crossing both 3S and 4-S pick up; 
3S drops out when 3T is vacated and 3TR picks 
up, while 4-S stays up until 4-T is vacated. 
Thus, even if the Down is still in the plat

F 
1T 

HR 
Fst DIAMOND CREEK 

.._.I. 2T . ..----, 
I 11 II :n I .______, u , 
AlTr•"'------/ 
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form after the staff has been transferred, an Up departing from the loop starts 
the Lights after entering the main 1 ine and dropping 3TR, provided that the 
signal is at Proceed. A Down train which terminates at Diamond Creek and then 
returns also starts the Lights when it enters 3T, although one has been timed as 
giving only 11 seconds warning at the crossing. 

The arrangements at Diamond Creek, with the approach on the platform 
side divided into two track circuits as described, may be regarded as typical 
of most non-interlocked staff stations with a Semaphore signal at the crossing. 
However, the length of the Up approach here means that a train from Hurstbridge 
gives about 60 seconds warning, at 1 east in the off-peak when the Starter is 
left at Proceed,' which is unduly long. This seems to be an extreme example of an 
unnecessary "worst case" design. <How often would an Up train have both the 
opportunity and authority to run non-stop through Diamond Creek at 64- km/h?) 
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At an interlocked permanent staff station, the stick relays 1S and 3S 
were not used for stopping the Lights after a train cleared the crossing. Refer
ring to Figure 6.6, advantage was taken of the fact that with mechanical inter
locking Down signals 2/4- required plunger 6 "in", whereas Up 
signals 13/11 could be arranged to require the plunger "out". 
The plunger was electrically track-locked while 13T and 7T 
were occupied, and the F/Ls operated when 7T was occupied un-
1 ess 6 was "in". Thus they wool d operate with an Up <plunger 
"out">, but not a Down, train in 7T, and would stop as soon 
as a Down cleared the crossing. This simple method of achie
ving directional discrimination is used at Avenel and similar 

:.m2 
HT 

IT II ~:.z>-¥4:;= 
6 1 T 

:~~ 
, figure 8.6 

places, but might not• suit more complex layouts, and would. not be applicable at 
a relay interlocking. The alternative is to use a "route-locking'' relay. 

The route-locking relay is a normally-operated stick relay. In this 
application the relay drops and starts the F/Ls when Up signal 11 or 13 is 
cleared with 2T or 4-T occupied, and stays down until 7T is vacated. It is not 
affected when 2 or 4- is cleared, and the F/Ls stop as soon as a Down train 
clears the crossing. (A disadvantage of this circuit is that an Up train which 
over-ran signal 13 at Stop would not start the Lights on entering 7T, whereas it 
would probably be safer if it did.) I£ a staff station is converted to switching 
out so that 2 and 13 can be off together then the more usual stick relays lS and 
3S will have to be provided. 

Figure 6.7 shows an interlocked station, Buan2"9r, where Flashing 
Lights were installed at High Street <HS) in 1983 (9 Nov>. Track circuits were 
however provided long ago for control of the Distant and Arrival Home signals; 
no date is to hand, but the adjacent stations of Middle Creek and Dobie were 
treated in 1929. The station is signalled wholly with mechanically-operated 
Semaphores, but the F/L installation allowed for delayed clearance of two of the 
signals, and included a measure of Selective Speed Control. 

HS 

ru BUANGOR 

H----...11_ 2 ~ _,, 4 ~ S ~ 
--f-------------ll""-=--..._,....-11-:1~1r==✓-:::....+-1-c:=::J---Al-l➔l-"'-=-=-:+-I ----+-:.,,.,.--=-=11--,-A-:c-2+-I --,.----➔--1~'"""="7 
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T Figure 6. 7 7r 

The approaches at Buangor are designed for 25 seconds warning; for the 
straight road <No 2) they are based on a speed of 115 km/h, and for the 1 oop 
road on a speed of 35 km/h. The selection is made not by timing track circuits 
or push buttons, but simply by which route is set. The Down approach for No 2 
(795 m) starts from the Distant, while that for No 1 starts not from visible 
insulated joints, but rather from 19 seconds after the train enters the approach 
for No 2. The Up approaches do start from joints, that for No 2 (798 m) from A2, 
and that for No 1 from Al. To enable adequate warning to be given for a train 
which has been held at Post 3, a push button is provided for each road to start 
the Lights first; after 12 seconds operation an electric lock on the signal 
lever is released and the arm can be lowered. This action is not required if the 
signal is cleared before the train enters the approach. 

The push button with 1 ever 1 ock arrangement for delaying cl earanc.e of 
existing signals close to the crossing now appears to be standard at mechanical 
interlockings, at least for new Flashing Lights. The first such installation 
the writer heard of was at Eltham in 1969 (9 Feb) where it was applied to the Up 
bracket Home signals from Hurstbridge. It was experienced later at Melton in a 
Down train which had set back from .the platform - the bell at the crossing was 
heard ringing for some seconds before the Home for No 2 was lowered. 
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6.6 CROSSING STATIONS <LIGHT SIGNALS) 
Light signals (Searchlight type) were provided instead of Semaphores 

at new Flashing Light crossings at non-interlocked stations from 1966 onwards. 
In due course they were seen all over the State. Table 6. 1 lists a total of 81 
crossings at 54- different stations. (The Table is intended to be complete, but 
some omissions are inevitable.) A crossing shown at the Up/Down end of a station 
is given an Up/Down Starting (or Departure Home) signal. Where two crossings 
are shown at the same end, two separate signals are provided. Arrival Home 
(Light) signals are also provided at some stations; these are not included in 
the count, but are named in the discussion on Figure 6.9. The emphasis here will 
be on Light signals at non-interlocked stations because of their widespread use, 
and because of the d~fference they make to the general appearance of the layout. 

TABLE 6. 1: NON-INTERLOCKED CROSSING STATIONS WHERE LIGHT SIGNALS WERE PROVIDED 
IN CONJUNCTION WITH NEW FLASHING LIGHT INSTALLATIONS 

A B 

Winchelsea U 
D 

Camperdown U 
D 
D 

Maroona(Ghe)D 
(Por)D 

Will aura U 

Heywood 
Portland 

D 
u 
u 

C 

84--26 Sep 
" 

74--30 May 
74--20 Jun 
81-16 Dec 

83- 4 May 
II 

83- 5 May 
11 

79-29 Jun 
79-29 May 

Warr'nabeal U 71-17 Mar 

Talbot 
St Arnaud 

Donald 

Birchip 

Lascelles 
Irympl e 
Mildura 

u 
u 
u 
D 
D 
u 
D 
u 
u 
D 
u 
D 
u 

71- 4 Feb 
67-13 Sep 
83-24 Mar 
76-17 Jun 
66- 4- Oct 
85-21 Oct 
69-24 Jul 
83-17 May 

II 

II 

69- 4- Feb 
82-18 Aug 
76-

Column Headings: 
A: Station 
B: Dn (D) or Up (U) end 
C: Date 

A B 

Newstead D 
Marong U 
Bridgewater D 

Pyramid U 
Kerang U 

D 
Swan Hill U 

D 

Elmore 
Rochester 

D 
D 
D 

Echuca D 

Yea U 
D 

Murchison EU 
Rushworth 

Tatura D 
D 
D 

Merrigum U 
Kyabram U 

u 
D 

Tongala D 
Shepparton D 
Numurkah U 
Stra'merton U 

D 
Cobram U 

C 

77-21 Sep 
75-19 Aug 
75-31 Jul 

69-13 Mar 
68-12 Dec 
75- 4 Sep 
73-18 Jul 
73-19 ,Jul 

82-16 Sep 
70-30 Sep 

" 
83-13 Jul 

76-25 Mar 
76- 5 Aug 

74-19 Dec 
U 70-26 Aug 

76-11 Nov 
II 

73-14- Nov 
73- 3 Oct 
72-20 Dec 

" 
80-31 ,Jul 
73-24- Oct 

73-12 Dec 
71-15 Dec 
72-21 Feb 
72-25 Feb 
74- 4- Sep 

Yarrawonga U 7 4-- 5 Sep 

A 

Glengarry 
Cowwarr 
Heyfield 
Tinamba 
Maffra 

Rosedale 
Stratford 

Bairnsdale 

Cranbourne 
Wonthaggi 

Leongatha 

Foster 
Toora 

Yarra Glen 

Baxter 
Mornington 

Somerville 
Hastings 

Crib Point 

B 

u 
D 
u 
u 
D 

D 
u 
D 
D 
u 
D 

u 
u 

u 
u 
u 
D 

D 

D 
u 
u 

D 
u 
u 
D 
u 

C 

68- 5 Dec 
69-30 Oct 
76-26 Feb 
70-18 Mar 
69-21 Jan 

68-17 Oct 
75-20 Feb 
74--18 Dec 

II 

73-24- May 
II 

81-11 Nov 
74- 5 Mar 

74--21 Nov 
II 

80-22 May 
77-31 Aug 

70-13 Jan 

72-19 Sep 
78-18 Apr 
78-20 Apr 

80-10 Jul 
74--27 Feb 
78-10 May 

74--28 Feb 
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Figure 6.8 represents a typical small non-interlocked staff station. 
At such a station the signals and plunger-locked points are generally designated 
on Signalling Arrangements PI ans by letters, starting from the Up end. Thus here 
the Down Home (not shown) is A, the main-1 ine points are B and C, and the Up 
Home is D. The Light signal provided later when F/Ls were installed at First 
Street (FS) is designated E. This signal is controlled from the platform and 
from the points generally by push buttons, but a miniature lever or 5P key 
switch might be used instead. A separate set of push buttons is also provided at 
the crossing, primarily to cater for an unsignalled shunting movement back into 
the yard. As on double track, if the button or lever is operated while the 
approach is occupied then the Lights flash for a period, usually 12 seconds, 
before the signal clears. The Lights also continue to flash for 4.0 seconds if 
the signal is put back to Stop while a train is on the approach track. The 
approaches are Westraks, the track units being represented by small squares. · 

The hand plunger 1 ocking the points in the rear of the signal is 
fitted with a circuit controller (electric detector), and must be detected' in' 
before the signal can be cleared from the platform. For a movement from Nos 2 

or 3 the plunger must as usual be with- ,-----------==---------==----, 
drawn first, and when this is detected rs 55 

..-, f fii'IE 
'out' the signal can be cleared only from L.-.-1 ~ 

the push button at the points. The F/Ls .........,L· ,,- 11 II · 
., II 

then always operate for 12 seconds before ~ or 
the signal clears; this is to ensure that ._ _______ r_1_·g_u_r_e_G_._s _______ ~ 

sufficient warning is given notwithstan-
ding the negligable length of the approach track. The signal returns to Stop 
when the train reaches the crossing. A train can be despatched in this way while 
another is in the platform road, which means that, unlike at places with Sema~ 
phore signals, only one track circuit is usually required on the station side. 

At most stations, but not all, the signal when cleared from the plat
form also goes to Stop when the train reaches the crossing (including a train 
from the opposite direction if the signal happens to be off). Where the signal 
is thus "track cancel 1 ed" provision of a stick relay on the station side is 
unnecessary, because when E is at Stop it cuts out the effect of occupancy o.f 
the approach track. A stick relay is however required on the opposite side of 
the crossing, because there is no signal there to stop the Lights operating as 
soon as a Down train clears the crossing. Four-minute timing, explained earlier, 
is therefore provided, so that if the stick relay wrongly stays up after a Down 
train recedes into the distance the Lights will start again and remain flashing 
until the fault is repaired. But unless designed against, this could also also 
happen if a shunting move should occupy the track circuit beyond the crossing 
for more than four minutes, even if there was no technical fault. 

To counter the latter possibility a "shunting stick" relay (SS) is 
provided. This relay picks up when the Flashing Lights are started from either 
the signal PB at the points or the separate PB at the crossing (but not the PB 
on the platform), provided that one of the track circuits is occupied. When 
operated it cuts out the normal approach controls of the F/Ls and prevents the 
normal stick relays from operating. It is deliberately made not subject to four
minute timing, so that a shunt can remain as long as it likes on the far side of 
the crossing without fear that the Lights will suddenly start again. 

But what happens if the shunting stick relay itself should wrongly 
stick up after a train (not Just a shunt) departs from the yard, as this would 
leave disabled the normal approach controls of the Flashing Lights? What does 
happen, if the writer's interpretation of the available technical information is 
correct, is that if either signal D or E in cleared in these circumstances, the 
Lights will start at once even if no train is approaching. So safety is assured. 
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Figure 6. 9 shows the same station as before, but Second Street (SS) 
has now gained Flashing Lights. The Down approach track begins between the 
platform and the points, and requires provision of an additional Westrak unit; 
the section from there to signal E is 
ineffective while E is at Stop. The Up FS ss 

F F 
approach begins off the diagram to the ~f ~f 

right. An additional s i gnal F is now (~) ---:::-1k1::-·-=• ==='-+1·---=--1-IIHl~I ----1· 1 ..... • -++-11-ttl 1--+-" 1 ,..,. _____ .,,,,.. -.---i 

required; this is controlled by push '\.7 D ■ 

buttons on the platform and at the ~ 

points, and when at Stop will prevent a ~f ~f 
shunting movement past E from starting (b) --,,,.... "~1e-·:::::':::~• ::~..,,,1.=-•_,,,,..--++11-+l ... 1 ____ ____;:;•-++11-+1---1 --=-•1-1 

the F/Ls at Second Street. Arrangements '\.7 ~ 
similar in principle to those in Figure , ~ figur• 6.S 
6.9 (a) with a level crossing Starting 
signal outside the Arrival Home may be seen, for example, at Hastings <Up end) 

and Leon~atha <Up end). 
At some places where a crossing such as Second Street has been equip

ped with Flashing Lights and an additional signal provided, the Arrival Home has 
been replaced by a Light signal on the far side of the crossing, as shown in 
Figure 6. 9 (b). Whether this was done or not could depend at 1 east in part on 

the distance between the crossings and the position of the existing Semaphore 

signal. The existing quadrant lever on the platform is retained along with the 
mechanical detection of the points and plunger, and a "wire-operated circuit 
controller" provided, usually just beyond the points. Retaining mechanical 
detection ensures that the plunger and points cannot be moved while the signal 
is at Proceed (electric detection is still fitted to the plunger for the reason 
mentioned earlier). It is understood that an Arrival Home signal worked as 
described is not generally track-cancelled, but that if showing Proceed will go 
to Stop while a departing train is in the receding approach track. 

Signals controlled in this way were provided,in order of installation, 
at Kyabram (DH), Bairnsdale <DH), Stratford (UH), Yea (UH) (short-lived), Tatura 
(UH>, Somerville (UH), Kyabram (UH>, Birchip <DH>, Maroona (DH G'hap line), Hey
wood <UH>, and possibly elsewhere. (In checking with Table 6. 1, remember that 
the DH is at the U end of the station.) Similarly-controlled signals were also 
provided at Sale in 1987 <19 May). Actually the first wire-operated electrical 
switch the writer knows about, but not associated with a level crossing, was 
provided at Bunyip in 1966 (1 Sep) when the Up Home Semaphore arm was replaced 
by a Light signal unit, the switch .being mounted on the signal post. One may 
al so be seen near the foot of the post carrying the Up Light signal at Box 
Forest Road, Gowrie, which replaced a Semaphore arm in 1974 (19 May), but this 
one has no need for mechanical detection. The devices mounted on the ground 
outside the signal boxes at Mordialloc and Frankston were of course well known. 

In Figure 6.8 the Dow~ approach is show~ as starting before the plat
form is entered, but looking back to Figure 6. 4 (Myrtleford), or forward to 
Figures 6. 10 (Tatura) and 6. 12 (Murchison East), the approach is seen to start 

at the crossing end of the platform. At a permanent staff station on 1 ines 
without automatic staff exchanging a non-stopping train had to slow to 32 km/h 
(the old 20 mph) for hand exchanging, and the approach must be long enough to 
give 20 seconds warning at this average speed. The 1 imi ting distance is 183 m, 
and if the platform is further back than this then the approach can start from 
the crossing end. A Speed Limit board may be provided, but may not be required 
if the platform is on the loop track. 
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As mentioned above, at some stations signal Eis not "track cancelled" 
when cleared from the platform, i. e. it stays at Proceed when a Down train (left 
to right> goes through. At these stations however, the signal does go to Stop 
when an Up train reaches the crossing, and remains so until the train vacates 
the approach track at the other end (the left hand end in Figure 6.8). To effect 
this behaviour a normal level crossing stick relay is provided on the station .~, 
side with a contact included in the signal circuit. If this were not done and 
the signal was allowed to remain at Proceed, an Up train which arrived at the 
platform and then had to set back with a view to entering No 2 for a cross might 
not give any warning. If such a movement is required, or if a Rail Motor has 
terminated and is to return, the signal can be cleared again from the PB at the 
points. If the relay wrongly sticks up after an Up train goes through, the next 
Down will find the si'gnal at Stop, and in this case also it should be possible 
to clear it in the same way, or from the PB at the crossing. So four-minute 
timing on the platform side is not provided, even where there is a stick relay. 

This interesting behaviour has been observed at Tatura, Tong:ala, and 
Hastings <Down end), and can be deduced from plans to have occurred also at i 

Gl engarry, Rosedal e, and Marong:. The opposite has been seen at Merri gum, - 1 

Kyabram, Hasting:s <Up end), and it would have occurred at Cowwarr and elsewhere. 
There seems to be no consistency about this grouping, but the arrangement where 
the signal is not "track cancelled" could suit staff stations which switch out, 
or ones where the staff exchange box is frequently used. It could be more 
appropriate at a station where the approach started at the departing end 
(Tatura, Merrigum. and Tongal a were 1 i ke this) as otherwise the Lights would 
start before the train entered the platform unless an officer were there to put 
the signal to Stop first. 

TRTURft CS HS PS 115 
H F73 F73 
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Figure 6.10 

Tatura. is noteworthy in having no fewer than three Down Starting Light 
signals. Flashing Lights were installed in two stages, the first (Figure 6. 10) 
being in 1973 <14 Nov) at the outer two crossings Park Street (PS) and Ross .~ 
Street (RS). Track circuiting on the station side extended to the diamond-shaped 
Approach Section Indicator, where the Down approach for PS started. Light 
signals F and G were provided at the same time. Both signals are controlled by 
miniature levers on the platform; signal G is also controlled by push buttons 
near its post, and H by push buttons at both the plunger-locked points and the 
staff-locked points. The latter points lead to the private siding for the 
Rosella Preserving Company. 

An Up train requiring to shunt the siding is to stop at signal G, 
where opening the door of the box containing the push buttons puts the signal to 
Stop (if not there al ready), and inhibits the four-minute timing on the stick 
relay for RS. After the front port ion of the train has been uncoupled, the 
signal is cleared by its button. Four-minute timing on the stick relay for PS is 
inhibited if the door is left open, or if Up Home D is at Stop, or if a micro
switch contact in the point lock has been operated by inserting and turning the 
staff. On return of the shunt to the main line, signal Fis cleared by its push 
button at the points. For a shunt in the Down direction, this signal is put to, 
or held at, Stop by operating the contact in the staff lock. Signals F and G do 
not "track cancel" for through movements, but as explained earlier for such ~, 
signals, each does show Stop while an opposing train is receding. 

--000--
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MACAULAY Mill._2.,-~:11::N srREET 
by And~?.W Waugh. (cont. from March 1989) 

Working the tNo priv~te sidings at Macaulay must have been ~uite awkward 
and 1923 saw a consider2~1e impravemen: i~ 2:c9ss to them. On 24 June 1923, the 
connection to the dJwn eni Qf No road was abolished and Siding "A" was 
extended behind the up ~i~t0or □ s 5c~sss M&c&ulay Road 1 ta t~e up go~ds line. 
Points 22 were spikei normal ~nrl 1 post 168 and the dis: on pest 15A (disc 20) 
were abolished. Th9 crossing of Ma:GLl~ay RDad by this go0~s siding was 
protected by a new pair of interlo:ked ;ates complete with ~our wickets and 
these gates were protected by two new disc signals, 26 on new post 148 and 24 
which was mounted on the ~ight hand sij2 of post 13A. A new set of levers 
- gate wheels gate stop lever and wicket gate levers, were added to the left 
hand end of the frame, the remaining levers being renumbe~ed. The new levers 
controlled the original getes across the main line and the less ~mportant gates 
across the siding were conn~c~ed t, the original gate levers. The resulting 
layout of gat~ levers is c0nsiderably ci~fferent from that in raost signal boxes 
where two gates are prJvicieci frsn the o~tset. The resulting layout is shown in 
Figure 9. 

Figure 9. MACAUL~Y - 1923 onwards. 

The signals on post 14 wer2 ~2-arranged on 14 May 1924 1 when the home 
signal to the Arden Street Sidings ~as ccnvert2d tc 2 disc. Two years later, on 
16 September 1926 1 post 12A was moved 22 yards in~ards towards Macaulay. This 
relocation ~as just as myst2ricus 2s the relocation of the other advanced 
starting signal, post 16A; t: ~~ yards further out just over 10 years previously 
in r~ay 1916 (t1iN 19/!Lo)., 

The mechanical ~~275 __ \orth Melbourns J~nction was ~2placed by a GRS 
!power) frame in a n2~ tcx on iO June 1928. Jn th? ss02 ~ay, the block ~o~king 
to Macaulay was ~e~ia~~~ with automatic signal!in;. Posts ~= and !2A rlere 
abolished and 1 althoug~ the interlocking regist~r d~es not say so. the levers 
working the down distant and up advanced 
respectively} must have become spare. 

The Gatekeeper at Arden Street 

- .... -· ·- ·- .. ·- -::'., ':.. l:i ~ L .i ii 1;l -and 19 

signals 
protecting his gates when mechanical signals ~0 r~ ~~µlacei by light signals but 
this was pur-ely t.empnr-ary as en 21 .;::,~- :::.J GcLL:0er :7L•D; -c:Ii::: Arden Street hand 
gates were replaced by two sets of interlocked gates worked from a ;;i:?W si Qiial 

on the 
South 

box on the north ~est corner of the 
locking sketch, j:=:. prob:,~1~y c._u;. t=Lc, The new power 
Kensington was opened on 2i Octoje~ !928 and a new signalling diagram 

at 
No 23~28 

was issued to Luv~, □ otn 2lte~aticns 1 thus the Weekly Notice shcrls this date. 
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The new 17 lever frame at Arden Street worked two sets of gates, two 
wickets and five signals protecting the gates on both the passenger and goods 
lines. The arrangements for the passenger lines were relatively simple, Arden 
Street merely controlled the two automatic signals - C133 and C136 - on each 
side of the crossing. C136 was also controlled by North Melbourne Junction box 
as the lead from the Arden Street sidings trailed into the up Coburg line within 
the overlap of the next up signal. 

On the goods lines, Arden Street had three discs protecting the gates -
one up and two down. As trains to and from Macaulay used the left hand road, the 
functions of discs 2 and 6 were obvious. Disc 5 was provided because the up 
goods line was also used by down trains to gain access to certain of the Arden 
Street sidings and the Macaulay sidings. To ensure that the Arden Street 
signalman did not let a down goods train head north on the wrong line at the 
same time as Macaulay let an up goods train go south, disc 5 was controlled by 
lever 19 at Macaulay. When this lever was reversed, the signals at Macaulay 
governing entrance to the up goods line were locked at Stop. It is probably a 
good place to point out that the fixed signalling at Macaulay was arranged so 
that a down train destined for Royal Park had to use the down goods line. Disc 
24 on post 13A o~ly applied from Siding ~A" lthe up goods line} to the Macaulay 
sidings. To enforce this restriction 1 disc 24 detected the hand points set for 
the Macaulay sidings and requireo ND 14 paints normal. The layout of Arden 
Street is shown in the inset of Figure 10s the layout of Macaulay was as in 
Figure 10. 

/"'v,.u.ut..AY 
,2 

,,.,__o M I ~ 
~~ 

Figura 10. MACAULAY AND ARDEN STREET - 1928-1972. 

The provision of the signal box at ArdEn Street altered the arrangements 
for working the goods lines slightly. The signalman ~t North Melbourne had to 
get the permission of the signalman at Arden Street bEfoFe letting a train into 
the sidings and the Arden Street signalman had t~ get perission from the 
Macaulay signalman before letting a train continue north on either the up or 
down goods lines. 

The new arrangements at Arden Street were not quite 
were altered to those shown in Figure 10 in 1929. The ftcing 
lead from North Melbourne was connected to the frame at Arden 

satisfactory a·nd 
crossover in the 

Street on 12 June 
1929~ This enabled the signalman to erp::nir•o that tr-ain:=. comlng from North 
Melbourne travelled on the appropriate track and also made it less likely that 

--- -, 
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an up goods train left Arrien Street for North M•lbourne without the Arden Street 
signalman's consent. Tu c0ntrol movements over the crossovers posts 10 anti 11 
were moved 175' towards North Melbourne on 7 June 1929. At the same time, a new 
disc was provided on the right h,rnd sidE: nr post 10s wh:.r:h crrntrolled down 
movements from the N □ rth f?lbourne le3rl 5l0ng the up goods line. The new disc 
was also controlled by lever 19 at Macaulay. 

Consideri~g ~o~ the Macaulay !\iciings'. wh~n ~hE siding was extended 
across Macaulay Road, th2 track layout ~as crob~bly _ c~; loop serving both the 
Phosphate Co-op and the Victorian Prc~ucer~ \0sl ~~re. This layout is still 
shown on signalling di2grs~ No 3'3~, !n~rotuced in July 1932. Howevers the 
station plan dated 193! shaNs the mor~ ~x+~nsive layout of two tracks divided 
into three sectio~s by tKc delt~ crossovers. It is quite possible that no one 
had bothen~d to inform th11 r.,i.~;!Els 2:.:::,:ti.;-,;, airnut the altered t:-2.cks, By 1932 1 
the sidings at Macaulay tad j2en r~n~Med 1 Siding "A• becoming the Macaulay 
Sidings, the dcwn goods line was now Si~ing •9• 1 ~~d the up goods line becoming 
the n~w Siding "A". At the end of JLly 1934 (WN 31/34) the Phosphate Co-op 
siding became the Common~ealth Woo! and Produce Coy. Ltd. siding (later Elder 
Smith I Ca. siding) 1 and 2bout a month later INN 35/34) a new spur siding was 
provided for the Victori~n Producers Co-op Wal Store. The section of the siding 
just near Macaulay Raad remained t2n2ntless until the period 1939-41 when 
Goldsborough Mort & Coy. opened a ~ool store_ 

Posts 15 and 15B were moved .fu;-t;-;::r out from the signal bay on 20 May 
1935 to provide room for an e):tensi;::cn □ f the plath,rms from 143 yards to 153 
yards (down platform) and 154 yards (u~ platfarml. This was no doubt in 
connection with the prc,·ision of seven car electric trains on the Coburg line. A 
143 yard platform can just fit a seven car trai~ but f 153 yard platfom provides 
a bigger margin for error! Po3t 15E: ~hich :~~v1o~s1 had t~en right at the end 
of the up platfDr·m 5 ;,;as ,,1cv:::,'.j ~3 ··,,a:·{i::. w>ic:·; ?.1;,·\: insuHicient room for the 
lockbar on the cn,s::-Dve;" and ii: >12~. ;T:c·,;::,:-l tn a new position on the point blades 
where it is.shown on signalling ~12gr2m No 7'65. Howeverf the last locking 
sketch, drawn in 1948 and never 2!t2r2d 1 shows a trak circuit inlieu of the 
lockbar. Post 15 was only moved one 12:d. 

The platform extension was the last known alteration at either Macaulay 
or Arden Street before the second world war. The next alteration was on 5 May 
1948 when a siding for Younghusbands Ltd. was provided at Macaulay IWN 27/48 has 
the date 29 June 1948 which is pr □ b3bly the date the siding was opened for 
traffic). The siding left the Macaulay Sidings between the junction with Siding 
~A" and the gates. Since shunting t~s ne~ siding required the train to cross 
Macaulay Road 1 a new di~c to prctect the gates was provided on post 138 worked 
by lever 9. This siding is also sh □ ~n in Figu~e 10. The Commonwealth Wool and 
Produce Coy. Ltd. siding ~as tak2n over by Elder Smith & Coy. around 1952 but 
continued to serve,~ ·._,,-,,l ,::.tDi'2, 

Flemington Bridge was s~itched out unti! furt~e; notice fro □ the middle 
of April 1954 !WN 15 1 541 leaving the permane~t jlcck secti~~ Macaulay to Royal 
Park, but the block instruments and signalling ~ere __ i 

February 1968. Only the up home signal sur~1v2d to ~rotect up trains 1n the 
piatform..-

On b ~pril 1972 Macaulay signa! 0 □ x was abo!ished ana automatic 
signalling rep1acea the mechanical signailing and double 11ne block to Royal 
Park. Sidings "A" and "B" wer~ retain2d but consider3~ly 2itered !n function. 
Siding "8 2 ~as connected directly to the up Coburg line at ~acaulay and was now 
called the Through Siding. This connected with the former up goods line at the 
crossover just noYth of ~rde~ St~2st and all other crossovers between the two 
goods lines were removed. Sidi~; -~· ~2~am2 a shunting neck and provided access 
connection with the Mac2~!av ~1t2n~s. The two sets of int3rrcc~ed gates at 
Mac au l a y t# ·2 re r- e p } ;_ c e d :: y b e: c: t1 L. = -- ;.- ~. :: j ~- ~ To p r D t e ,: t t h 0 c t c ~- ~. i n g f- r o m movement s 
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to and from the Macaulay sidings by two dwarf light signals IE and F) were 
provided. These were worked from push buttons on the post which lowered the 
booms before clearing the signal. The down end crossover at Macaulay was 
retained and worked locally by a small point lever, the points being secured by 
an annett lock. The annett key was held in a dupliate lock in the 
stationmaster's office. The points in the up Coburg line and the three position 
home signals were worked from a new panel in North Melburne box (supplementary 
to the GRS frame 1 not replacing it). 

Arden Street box lingered another 12 dBys and the interlocked gates were 
replaced by boom barriers on 16 April 1972. On this date, the Through Siding was 
extended over the level crcssing and connected directly to the North Melbourne 
lead lalso named the Through Siding!. No change was made to th signalling on the 
passenger lines but to protect the level crossing from movements along the goods 
sidings, five dwarf signals were provided. Three of these signals l"A", "B" and 
"C"J are controlled exclusively by push buttons on the post, post 1 is 
controlled from North Melbourne an~ post 5 is controlled by either push buttons 
or by North Melbourne depending on the positon of the facing points on the other 
side of the crossing. It will be seen that North Melbourne now had complete 
control over trains between North Melbourne and Macaulay. Notice that the 
Through Siding north of Arden Street was only signalled for up goods trains. 
This layout is shown in Figure 11. 

Figure 11. MACAULAY AND ARDEN STREET - 1972 onwards. 

Minor alterations have been made since to the Macaulay sidings. In 
December 1976 (WN 50/76) Young Husbands (sicl siding was refurbished for use by 
the Specialised Container Transport Company ana tne points were secured by a 
hand lacking bar. Sometime between 1976 and 1980 the t~o delta crossovers in the 
sidings were abolished. The southernmost delta crossover was replaced by a 
single crossover. By 1983 the western siding had been cut back to a new set of 
points on roughly the location of the farmer outer delta crossover. By 1986 
Goldsborough Mort & Coy. had joined Elder Smith & Coy. at the far end of the 
sidings and Boldsborough's former location had been taken by Dingwall Pty. Ltd. 
which appears to produce stock feed or flour. 
provision of a scotch block 50 metres from the 
Januart 1987. 

The final a1:erat1on was the 
Arden Street level crossing in 

The points in the up Coburg line at Macaulay were abolished on 12 
November 1986 1 long after up goods trains has ceased running from Coburg and the 
Through Siding was slewed to can~ect ~ith th~ ~acaulay Sidings. 
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MINUTES_OF_MARCH_l189.ME~TING. 

St2.tior1. 

rri □ ay, 17 March 1989. 

MEETING COMMENCED: at 2133 haurs !aft2r ~~~ual Meeting) . 

PRESENT: 

APOLOGY; 

J.Mclean, 5.Mclean 1 i.Brcok 1 

A.Jung~irth 1 K.Lambert, A.~clean 1 C.Rutledg~, 
R.11.ieiss .. 

-...T~Sinnatt and 

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING: taken as r~ad 

GENERAL BUSINESS: 1, A recently ;:i 

photo cf South Melbo~rne Nhich shows 
n c t mat. r: h i n g. any }; n c.~·~ n ri D >~ JI i n v e s L 1 g .at 1 r::, !: s E; r e c •=! n,:: 1 11 u i r g ~ 

2 .. in ea;-iiet- da~i~.s !:.ign~~l boxe~. fer si-;r$alli~; pc~:::.itions.} tin 

the Flemington Ra:eco~rse line on race days He·e 
nated by lette:rs. - Be;.;,:}) Bi et:: up tu K# Howe,,er 
are also refere~ces D and E on 
Footscray line. The question arises; were there two 
D and two Boxes E? '.Tc be investigated), 

di;sig
ther e 

the 
Boxes 

3 .. John Sinnatt !~he ~ad net had :he opportunity cf reading 
neeti11g) asked the 

f G l l ,:i ~:¥. i ~;; q u e :::. t i ~- ri ::. .::. -:....~ ._::..:. ... Ti- ~~ i n Qr- d e :- s ~ -

J. Ho~ ~ar c3n cne order ~ake a train7 
A. Through c~e c~oss only 1 otherwise as far as neces-

proceed tc 
further·, 

L , 
ue g1ven to 

c~ossing point, cross, and proceed 

Q, Are orders hanriwritten7 - Yes. 

·- -~- - . -.. . ,.,. - " .:; 

., .• ~, :-c. · .. , .,_ ,., . , r 
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CROSSWORD 
by Stephen 

2. This railway s~rved Cinterbury 1 

Chatham and Surrey hills , ,, 

junct.ic:ir··~ {6) 

9f l down & 4 across. ~amed fer his 
work with the Great ~astern and 
the Great Western 1Bf7,6l 

11,, DesignE=r of Bu1lr..\:k ~s teeth (3) 

13. Relieving inspector came back in 
third cla.s£. (2) 

14. Fail in redesigning .decorative 
signal feature 16) 

1' . c. Probably this signal is with s1i 

others o' the same type !51 
17, See 36 crr.:.::.s~ 
19. ~11 going an unusual wsy after 

Arar-at t5s5) 
20. On entering this vehicle 1n June 

24. Searchlights all round this st~-
t.ion,: but isn't on the law 

26. Unused NSW station frum which all 
trains. 

29,, Might 
the 
Toe~ much for the French if 28 
is delayed at this point £il 

~L. Carriage fac~lity mDrE ccRforiable 
on the board than on the boards 

.. ' ... _, ... -·- ....... , ....... -~· -- - , ........ ... 

' ... and covered 
Tasmanian line i3l 

12. Place whe~e :omc Americans keep 

- •• ·- .w - -· -::; Lt.':· ~i~t:' t h !? thinge. 

supporters of the 

i 


